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Why provide security? 
There are good reasons for providers of managed IT services to offer cybersecurity 
as part of their overall package – aside from the obvious financial benefits of selling 
in an additional service. IT systems that are properly secured run more effectively and 
without frustrating interruptions – so clients are happier as well as safer. And for the 
MSP, having control of both your client’s IT and their IT security helps maintain a strong 
security posture, making it easier to deal effectively with incidents as they arise.

The result is peace of mind for the client, and a smooth-running, reliable system, delivering 
customer satisfaction, promoting customer retention and boosting the reputation of 
the provider. The provision of security as part of the managed service may even be 
a prerequisite for some potential clients, and it certainly acts as a valuable ongoing 
revenue stream for accounts of all sizes.

The vast majority of cyberthreats, whether reliant on exploits, Trojans, social engineering 
or any other means, are designed to activate at the endpoint. This is where they can do 
the most widespread damage, and where the user can be tricked into inadvertently 
co-operating with the attacker – human error being the biggest single overall cause of 
breaches in corporate security. 

Why provide endpoint security? 
So the first thing customers will want to know, quite rightly, is how you intend to secure 
their endpoints.

The trouble with endpoint security is that it’s a multi-point system, with security alarms 
activating separately through the agent sitting on each individual endpoint. Yes, the 
endpoint security solution will have some form of management console, and it may also 
integrate with your primary RMM console. But if anything goes wrong – and endpoint 
infrastructure epidemics are not that uncommon – you can find yourself with an awful 
lot of work, as you struggle to contend with every endpoint affected by every security 
incident and alert, however minor, that comes its way. 

So while deploying endpoint security if at all possible (and there are circumstances 
where it is not) is mandatory, relying upon it entirely does have shortcomings for the 
administrator - leaving the unfortunate MSP to deal with the sort of tedious, time-
consuming tasks involved in responding to alerts and remediating the effects of incidents. 

It makes good business sense to look at minimizing the time and resources taken up 
by endpoint monitoring, response and remediation, without in any way compromising 
on customer security. 

Why provide internet gateway 
security? 
The answer is to block threats earlier on in the process, before they can enter the network, 
reach an endpoint, trigger alerts, and start doing damage and making work for you. 
Web and mail gateways represent two ‘bottlenecks’ in the cyberthreat’s journey to the 
endpoint. Block endpoint threats here, and you can save yourself an enormous amount 
of time and trouble further along the line. 

Gateway security can’t be expected to block 100% of all cyberthreats coming its way – 
if it could, there would be little further need for endpoint protection. But a fully effective 
internet gateway security solution should be able to block up to 95% of all threats. So if 
you don’t currently have a web gateway solution in place, you could be spending up to 
20 times more resources than you need to on handling endpoint security incidents. 

It’s a very substantial saving, and a real ‘win win’. Your customers benefit from an additional 
layer of security, giving them increased protection, while your workload actually decreases. 

• Incremental sales
• Added value
• Happy, safe, satisfied 

customers

• ‘Win win’ 
• Increased protection
• Reduced MSP workload 
• Substantial time savings 
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Choosing the right internet gateway 
security
There are a number of web gateway security solutions on the market – not all of them 
ideal for use by service providers. 

When making your choice, you will of course want to look at their effectiveness in blocking 
the maximum percentage of the latest threats, and also at levels of false positives. It’s easy 
enough to generate high levels of threat blocking if these are coupled with high false 
positive rates – but that entirely defeats the object. False positives eat up your resources 
and erode efficiency.

You will also want to consider how access to specific web resources is restricted or blocked 
in order to filter out potential threats, including web phishing and social engineering-based 
threats, as well as unnecessary and time-wasting sites. These restrictions give your 
customers the added benefit of keeping users not just safe, but actually more productive – 
a  really useful selling point. 

Of course, the definition of ‘unnecessary’ will vary between customers - so you will need 
to be able to set different filtering criteria for each one.

You will also want to give consideration to deployment, processing and management 
options. Gateway security isn’t difficult or time-consuming to install and run. But there 
are aspectsyou’ll want to take into account when choosing the security solution that will 
offer the most for you and your customers. 

Deployment and processing
Different customers will have different infrastructures and requirements, and your own 
service delivery preferences may also dictate the scenario adopted each time. 
Let’s take a look at some typical scenarios:

1. On customer premises
Secure Web Gateways (SWGs) sit on servers at the clients’ sites, managed remotely by you.

Securing traffic on customer premises

Think about:

• Threat-blocking 
performance

• False positives
• Flexibility of controls 
• Ease of deployment 
• Ease of management
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Customer 2
mobiles
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mobiles
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Business gains
• Hosting the solution doesn’t take up space in your data center (assuming you have one).
• Processing is not reliant on connectivity between you and the customer – so there’s 

less danger of SLAs being compromised by connectivity issues.
• You may choose to lease the hosting hardware to your customer as part of the deal.
• Some customers may prefer or demand this approach for data safe-keeping or regulatory 

compliance reasons – not wanting their traffic to be monitored outside their security 
perimeter - (particularly as this typically involves bypassing traffic encryption) – 
offering this scenario can win you their business. 

2. On your premises
Both traffic processing and management nodes reside in your data center, through which 
your customers’ corporate traffic is routed.

Securing customer traffic on MSP premises

Business gains
• Having the entire traffic-securing infrastructure close at hand results in a more 

straightforward configuration and maintenance/troubleshooting process. 
• Servicing multiple customers through a single data center can generate considerable 

resource efficiency savings. 
• The cluster can easily be expanded to add further customers, simply by adding further 

processing nodes or upgrading the hardware. 
• For the customer, external traffic processing relieves them of the burden of supplying 

and managing additional hardware on their premises
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*Secure Web Gateway
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3. In the public cloud
The burden of hosting the traffic-securing infrastructure is transferred to the public 
cloud provider. 

Securing customers’ traffic in public clouds

Business Gains
• Neither you or your customers have to accommodate traffic-processing hardware 
• Large public clouds like AWS and Microsoft Azure should provide you with good service 

levels, coupled with no maintenance worries
• More resources for traffic processing can readily be assigned, using easy-to-use 

cloud-native mechanisms to accommodate further customers 
• It’s easy to expand your web traffic securing service globally, with 24/7 availability – 

particularly attractive for larger customers with a distributed infrastructure, a developed 
mobile workforce or an international presence.
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4. In hybrid environments
Part of the security infrastructure is located on customer premises, and part is hosted 
either on your premises, or in the public cloud. Examples might include:

I. Using an SWG (Secure Web Gateway) based on customer premises to protect 
stationery endpoints, and a cloud/MSP premises-based infrastructure to protect 
the mobile workforce.

II. Using a lightweight on-customer-premises configuration to process sensitive web-
based data communication with specific endpoints, and MSP/Cloud-based hosting 
for the rest of the infrastructure, where data safekeeping regulations or requirements 
are less restrictive. 

III. Accommodating a complex, geographically distributed IT network, where 
connectivity and other conditions vary from segment to segment, requiring a flexible 
approach to the traffic processing architecture.

Hybrid deployment of web traffic security

Business Gains
• You can enjoy ‘the best of both worlds’ – tailoring your services to provide the best 

possible cost efficiencies with the lowest possible operational management costs.
• You can attract business from large, diverse customers by being able to satisfy complex 

requirements.
• Offering the flexibility of a hybrid approach helps grow your reputation as an enterprise-

level services provider able to meet multiple challenges. 
• The customer also enjoys the best of both worlds, with a hybrid deployment and 

processing scenario specifically tailored to their infrastructure and their requirements.

Levels of flexibility and scalability can open up a whole range of potential business cases. 
A connectivity service provider with hundreds of thousands of customers could, for 
example, offer security as an optional value-added service separately to each individual 
customer.
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Management
In every case, management remains in the hands of the service provider. 

You will want to ensure that the management console gives you full visibility and control 
across your tenants’ security as part of a wider management function, and that you 
don’t have to move between screens as you move between customers. 

The aim is for you to have complete at-a-glance visibility over the status of each of your 
customers’ web gateway security systems. At the same time, you should be able to deliver 
to each customer exactly what they want and need at any one time, effortlessly meeting 
their individual specifications. 

So, for example, you need to be able to set different gateway security policies for each 
tenant, depending on their corporate requirements and their organizational structure. 
You should also be able to generate individual reports for each tenant. And it may well be 
helpful if the solution enables individual role-based access to be given to one or more of 
each of your customers’ representatives (usually for monitoring purposes), as well as to 
your own staff. Thus, individuals can work together within their ‘silos’ rather than having 
full systems access.

As above, flexible deployment options are of value to cater to the requirements of each 
customer’s infrastructure. Standalone apps may be offered, or an all-in-one SWG software 
appliance, or both. And ready-to-use appliance images will also be needed if you and 
your customers are making use of public clouds. 

Conclusion
Managed Services Providers looking to offer security services will start with endpoint 
protection – the bedrock of any cybersecurity strategy. But endpoint protection does 
not begin and end at the endpoint itself. Preventing the vast majority of threats from 
ever reaching this point, by identifying and blocking them at gateway level, greatly reduces 
the administrative burden of dealing with endpoint alerts, as well as elevating your 
security stance. 

The addition of a web gateway security layer to your cybersecurity offering:

• Increases your revenues though the provision to customers of an addition service 
• Increases customer satisfaction through lowering their risk, while keeping users safe 

and free of online distractions
• Greatly reduces the amount of time and resources you need expend on dealing with 

endpoint alerts

Introducing web gateway security is a simple, easily manageable way to expand your 
portfolio while making life easier and safer for everyone.

For more about our partnerships with Managed Services Providers, please visit our 
webpages. 

For further discussion on this and related issues, see (add links to KL info sites).

And for more specifically about our secure web gateway solution, please visit the 
Kaspersky Security for Internet Gateway and Kaspersky Web Traffic Security 
webpages. 

‘The aim is for you to be able 
to deliver to each customer 
exactly what they want 
and need at any one time, 
effortlessly meeting their 
individual specifications. ‘

The result:

• Increased revenues
• Greater customer 

satisfaction
• Less time and resources 

needed

https://www.kaspersky.com/partners/managed-service-provider
https://www.kaspersky.com/small-to-medium-business-security/internet-gateway
https://www.kaspersky.com/small-to-medium-business-security/proxy-web-traffic
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